Before starting assembly:

* Writing the number of each section on its back side before cutting out the sections is highly recommended.
  (* This way, you can be sure which section is which even after cutting out the sections.
* The parts used will vary somewhat, depending on whether the completed vessel will be modeled to depict a ship facing wind from the left (with the bow pointed to the right) or from the right (with the bow pointed to the left).
  First decide where you want to display the completed vessel, then decide whether the bow should point to the left or right.

Bow pointed to the right (A - standard parts)

Bow pointed to the left (B - optional parts)
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Part 15-A (bow pointed to the right) or 15-B (bow pointed to the left; optional part)
After folding this part, unfold and cut out from the cream-colored area.

Parts 16, 25, 29
Glue the rear sides of these parts together.

Insert until the corners meet.
Glue these parts together.

Cut away the yellow area. Cut away this area for part 46 in the same way.

Glue the rear sides of these parts together.
Curl part 33 by wrapping it around a thin stick (such as a toothpick).
As shown in the illustration, use A parts (standard parts) for parts 42 - 44 when the bow will face to the right and B parts (optional parts) when the bow will face to the left.

**Parts 49-58**

Fold once and glue the folds together, then give the sails a bulging appearance. If you plan to have the bow face to the right, curl the sails so that surface A will bulge out. If the bow will face to the left, curl the sails so that surface B will bulge out.

For parts 69 - 71, choose A parts (standard parts) or B parts (optional parts) depending on the direction in which the bow will point.

**Parts 59-63**

Attach parts 59 - 63 (the yards) to the vessel masts. If the bow will point to the right, attach the yards so that surface A is on top. If the bow will face to the left, attach so that surface B is on top. Glue the yards in place at an angle, as shown in the illustration, so that the model will resemble a ship sailing in the wind.
After folding parts 64 - 68 (the square sails) in two and gluing them, cut out the yellow guides. After curling these from top to bottom as shown in the illustration, make them curl from the center to the outside, to make it appear as if they are catching the wind.

Glue the rear sides of these parts together.

Parts 64 - 68

Finished!